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白定量检测，其检测下限分别为 9.1 ng/mL，0.93 ng/mL，0.097 ng/mL。 
 
 




























Improving the assay sensitivity of bioanalysis and lowering the detecting limits of 
trace analytes can improve the early detection rate of some marker proteins of serious 
disease， thus it is of great significance in early diagnosis and treatment of these 
diseases，especally the malignant neoplasm. Since the sensitivity of any assay system 
is dependent upon signal to noise ratio， in flow cytometric bead-based assay， the 
enhancement of S/N ratio involves : improving of the probe molecule immobilization 
effect on the microbead surface， which constructs the core component of liquid chip， 
especially the improvement of site-specific immobilization as to enhance the 
capability of specific biorecognition； suppression of high background coursed by 
non-specific protein adsorption； enhancement of specific， antibody-mediated signal. 
This study based on flow cytometric bead-based immunoassay in detecting turmor 
markers in clinic sample， aiming at  lowering the detection limit， investigated 
relevant studies mentioned above. The study contained the following fou r parts: 
In the first chapter， we introduced the basic principles of liquid chip and 
combined strategies to enhance the assay sensitivity. First， we elaborated various 
probe molecules immobilization methods on solid matrix， the advantages and 
disadvantages in immunoassay and relevant factors that influence the subsequent 
assay sensitivity； second， we elaborated the general existed high background in 
liquid chip coursed by non-specific adsorption and different strategies to decrease this 
adsorption； third， we introduced various signal amplification techniques. According 
to these， we proposed corresponding experimental schemes based on the flow 
cytometric bead-based assay system in our laboratory.  
In the second chapter， for the purpose of preparing site-specific immobilized 
probe antibody-matrix， studied the hydrazide activation of microbead carrier and 
subsequent antibody immobilization via oxidized glycochains linkage， traditional 
















antibody-matrixes using the above mentioned two methods were evaluated and 
compared in terms of total antibody binding amount and site-specific binding amount， 
result shows that the site-specific effect using glycochains linkage-based binding was 
three times better than that using traditional amino-based binding， which should 
bring higher sensitivity in the subsequent immune analysis. 
In the third chapter，  we studied the surface modification of polystyrene 
microbeads to suppress nonspecific protein adsorption. Surface polymerization based 
on the theory of ATRP was employed on the amino polystyrene microbeads. First， 
intiator was fixed on the bead surface under the use of dehydrater， then two different 
monomers， PEGMA and CBAA ，were polymerized on the surface using Cu(I)-Bipy 
combination in the ATRP catalyze system. The surface modified microbeads were 
characterized in terms of surface appearance and element data， especially the protein 
adsorption behavior. Results showed that after surface modification， the amount of 
BSA adsorption compared to original beads were dreased by 54% for PEGMA 
polymerization and 90% for CBAA polymerization respectively， which indicated 
that we have successfully constructed non-fouling surface of biochip carriers. 
In the fourth chapter， we investaged immune signal amplifation method. For the 
purpose of detecting alfa fatal protein (AFP) in clinical serum with liver cancer, based 
on the well-established double-antibody flow cytometric detection system， catalyzed 
reporter deposition technique (CARD) was employed to enhance the fluorescence 
signal. Compared with traditional method， CARD enhances the signal to noise ratio 
by 5-10 times， then we developed this method to an even sensitive one termed 
Super- CARD， which further enhanced the signal by about 5 times. Under the 
optimal conditions， the detection limits for AFP distinguishable from blank by 3SD 
using conventional， CARD and Super-CARD were 9.1ng/ml，0.93ng/ml，0.097ng/ml 
respectively.  
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